Our Mission: To enhance the value of the student experience at the UC Davis Graduate School of Management by creating a collaborative community that facilitates academic, social, and professional growth. We infuse energy into every activity while building a reputation of innovation and excellence.

AGENDA

1. Welcome and General Announcements (Brooke)
2. Need Spring Schedules ASAP for scheduling of Spring Meeting time
3. Officer updates/outstanding issues (all)
4. Club Presidents’ Meeting
5. BBQ Schedule for Clean-up and Dates for BBQs in Spring (Brian)
   Possibility of welcome back bbq in April.
   Spring bbqs will probably be held later, after 6pm
   BBQ clean up on Thursday Feb 23\textsuperscript{rd} will be followed up by Tanner
6. Snow Day – all set? Funding? Shopping? (Brian/Mike)
   Snow day could still use a few people, but we are fundamentally good on money. Brian will be doing the shopping this evening/tomorrow for it.
7. Picnic Day – lunch sales are off and running – please sign up for 2 hour shift
   Bringing up at Ambassadors - possibility of hosting admitted students during picnic day.
   Picnic day links/page for ASM site. (Alex)
   • Need large signs (one for table, one for direction towards GSM) (Alex)
   • Need to order bags, GSM stickers, sharpies; purchase sodas, water, juices
   • Shift sign-ups in early April
8. Casino Royale – venue and date issues, committee interest
   Research about possibility of holding event in Sac – Alex will look around at Sac venues.
9. Future items:
• Further donations of wine
• Faculty vs student bowling (Brian)
• Professor Online Videos